AIR NATIONAL GUARD (ANG)  
ACTIVE DUTY FOR OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (ADOS) ANNOUNCEMENT

IAW the ADOS Application Procedures  
Please submit complete ADOS applications as 1 PDF to usaf.jbanafw.ngb-hr.mbx.HR-ADOS@mail.mil

If unable to encrypt or the application is over 4MB, please forward via https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/ to the above address

ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER: 20-005
CLOSE OUT DATE: Open Until Filled
POSITION TITLE: Mobility Operations Scheduler
POSITION INFORMATION: Length: 30 Sep 20  
Tour intent is FY20  
Pending Funding and Airman’s continued eligibility.

ADOS, Title 10 - 12301d
RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT: Capt – Lt Col
AFSC REQUIREMENT: 11M, 12M, 13B
SECURITY CLEARANCE REQ: Secret  
(Member must have appropriate clearance for the position)
LOCATION: Joint Base Andrews, MD
WHO MAY APPLY: Qualified ANG members only
POC Position:  
Lt Col Christopher Pack  
Contact Info: 240-612-8252 DSN: 612-8252  
Email: Christopher.w.pack.mil@mail.mil
**Position Description (Duty Description):** Staff Officer to the ANGRC in support of numerous ANG flying units. This position is located at Joint Base Andrews in the NG B/A2/3/6/10 Directorate, NGB /A2/3/6/10M Division. Manages the mobilization, readiness, contingency deployment processes and schedules for ANG Mobility Air Forces. Focal point for all issues pertaining to operational scheduling and deployment execution. Responsible to Air National Guard units, staff, states, and ANGRC directorate action personnel to integrate and achieve mobility airlift wartime operational planning and crisis deployment execution at Combatant Commands, OSD, JCS, HAF, AMC, and MA JCOM levels. Will be assigned to multiple mobility weapons systems based on ANG needs. The incumbent will implement and develop input to National Guard Bureau (NGB) policy, possess waiver validation authority for specific ANG operational deployment requirements, and negotiate policy issues with HQ AMC and TRANSCOM. Provides mission scheduling for ANG airlift and tanker units to fill combatant commander and contingency operations requirements. Represents the NGB and speaks for NGB A2/3/6/10, Mobility Operations Division and Directors as required during conferences, meetings, telecoms/VTCs. Must be familiar with the functions and organization for the ANG and the command relationship with USAF, MAJSOMs, NAF, and TAGs.

Additional duties may include, but are not limited to completing specialized tasks as required by A2/3/6/10 Director of ANG Operations and A3M Division Chief; process waivers and exceptions to policy letters for aerial events; document and disseminate monthly readiness reports for 59 mobility squadrons; review and approve standard flyover and static display requests via SAF/PA website; partner with MDS Functional Area Managers to develop COAs per given objectives; attend AROC, IPT, readiness, and OG council briefings as well as mobility and MRA workshops. Extensive Knowledge (Proficiency) of Crisis Action Team operational procedures and JIEE preferred. Familiarity with the MRA process, restrictions, and requirements beneficial.